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Plan & Assess

The assessment and planning phase 
includes an initial review of your 
organization’s portfolio to identify a non-
mission critical, low risk initial pilot 
application application for the rehost 
migration to Azure Government.

Build & Migrate

Architecture definition and 
implementation of an Azure 
Government Landing Zone cloud 
infrastructure for hosting and operating 
the candidate POC application.

Validate & Test

Conduct validation of the migrated 
POC application to the Azure 
Government Landing Zone 
infrastructure and perform user 
acceptance testing and certification of 
business capabilities.

PHASE ONE PHASE TWO PHASE THREE

Our Approach to Application Migration

Dedicated to Delivery Excellence

Why AIS?
AIS' experience with Authority to Operate (ATO), Cloud Access Point (CAP), and Cloud Infrastructure build in large, highly regulated 
environments paired with unapparelled application modernization capabilities will put your organization on the right path to cloud 
transformation. As a certified Gold Microsoft Partner, we have deep expertise in helping enterprise organizations achieve cloud 
transformation on Azure. We began working with Microsoft Azure in 2008 and have been working closely with the Microsoft product teams 
ever since. AIS has pioneered many Azure firsts, from DevSecOps and Azure Blueprints to building our own Service Catalog and Delivery 
Framework for better automation, speed, and quality of delivery. Our innovative approaches and technical depth have earned us the 
privilege of experience in designing, implementing, and modernizing some of the most complex and highly regulated cloud environments. 
Take your next step into the cloud with confidence and reach out to AIS today.

CONTACT AIS
sales@appliedis.com or 703-860-7800

An Application Migration using a Rehost approach will provide your organization with a base Landing Zone and Proof of Concept (POC) 
migration to help you begin a phased migrate and modernize strategy. Rehosting allows organization to spend minimal time and money 
moving legacy apps in a datacenter to the cloud and still realize significant results. Following this engagement, we’ll help you begin a 
phased modernization strategy, including prioritizing application batches for migration using agile methodology.

Our approach to app migration enables teams to reduce cycle times, leverage proven processes, and scale up talent to deliver better 
migration outcomes. Our cloud transformation methodology stands on the foundation of our Cloud Delivery Framework (CDF), a repository 
that provides guidance and backlog documentation for base migration tasks and best practices. Together, our IP and experience helps 
enterprises realize the cloud outcomes that drive business value and faster time to market. 

AIS delivers a Rehost Migration Proof of Concept (POC) as a fast path to the cloud, often followed 
by a phased migrate and modernize strategy for the rest of your application portfolio.
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